CHUCK KANE SCHOLARSHIP GOLF EVENT SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES AND BENEFITS

CONNECT YOUR BRAND WITH 90,000 NEIU COMMUNITY MEMBERS. NETWORK WITH LOCAL BUSINESS AND THE NEIU COMMUNITY. SUPPORT NEIU STUDENTS WITH LIFE-CHANGING SCHOLARSHIPS.

Title Sponsor $10,000
- Recognition in social media posts on three official NEIU pages with more than 30,000 followers
- Targeted social media ads that reach 10,000+ in the Chicagoland area
- Acknowledgement in pre- and post-event emails to 19,000 members of the NEIU community
- Large sign at front and back nine
- Recognition inside all golf carts
- Recognition on materials in welcome kit
- Three All Day Golf Outing foursomes
- A Chuck Kane scholarship named in honor of the sponsor, to be awarded in the 2020/21 academic year

Golf Cart Sponsor $4,000
- Name or logo displayed prominently inside all players’ golf carts
- Acknowledgement in pre- and post-event emails to 19,000 members of the NEIU community
- Recognition in social media posts on three official NEIU pages with more than 30,000 followers
- Logo or name on sign at the front and back nine
- One Golf Outing foursome
- Recognition on materials in welcome kit

Lunch Sponsor $3,000
- Logo or name on sign at lunch pick up point
- Logo or name on lunch napkins
- Acknowledgement in pre- and post-event emails to 19,000 members of the NEIU community
- Recognition in social media posts on three official NEIU pages with more than 30,000 followers
- Logo or name on sign at the front and back nine
- One Golf Outing foursome
- Recognition on materials in welcome kit

Named Scholarship Sponsor $1,750
- A Chuck Kane scholarship named in honor of the sponsor, to be awarded in the 2020/21 academic year
- Announcement of scholarship in email to 19,000 members of the NEIU community
- Recognition on NEIU Foundation Facebook page
- Sign at front and back nine
- Recognition on materials in welcome kit
- One Golf Outing foursome

Contest Hole Sponsor $600
- Signs at three contest holes
- Recognition on materials in welcome kit

Welcome Kit Sponsor $2,500
- Logo or name on premier goodie bag item given to all golfers
- Acknowledgement in pre- and post-event emails to 19,000 members of the NEIU community
- A sign at the front or back nine
- One Golf Outing foursome
- Recognition on NEIU Foundation Facebook page (This sponsorship level is a combination of in-kind and cash gifts)

Beverage Cart Sponsor $2,000
- Logo or name on beverage cart
- Acknowledgement in pre- and post-event emails to 19,000 members of the NEIU community
- A sign at the front or back nine
- One Golf Outing foursome
- Recognition on materials in welcome kit
- Recognition on NEIU Foundation Facebook page

Hole Sponsor $350
- Sign at a hole
- Recognition on materials in welcome kit

Drawing In-Kind Sponsor
- Support NEIU students with an in-kind gift to the drawing.
- Contact c-hyndsriddle@neiu.edu.

Logos or names displayed prominently inside all players’ golf carts
- Acknowledgement in pre- and post-event emails to 19,000 members of the NEIU community
- Recognition in social media posts on three official NEIU pages with more than 30,000 followers
- Logo or name on sign at the front and back nine
- One Golf Outing foursome
- Recognition on materials in welcome kit
- Recognition in social media posts on three official NEIU pages with more than 30,000 followers
- Logo or name on sign at the front and back nine
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Title Sponsor $10,000
- Recognition in social media posts on three official NEIU pages with more than 30,000 followers
- Targeted social media ads that reach 10,000+ in the Chicagoland area
- Acknowledgement in pre- and post-event emails to 19,000 members of the NEIU community
- Large sign at front and back nine
- Recognition inside all golf carts
- Recognition on materials in welcome kit
- Three All Day Golf Outing foursomes
- A Chuck Kane scholarship named in honor of the sponsor, to be awarded in the 2020/21 academic year

LOGO OR NAME DISPLAYED PROMINENTLY INSIDE ALL PLAYERS’ GOLF CARTS
- Acknowledgement in pre- and post-event emails to 19,000 members of the NEIU community
- Recognition in social media posts on three official NEIU pages with more than 30,000 followers
- Logo or name on sign at the front and back nine
- One Golf Outing foursome
- Recognition on materials in welcome kit

CONNECT YOUR BRAND WITH 90,000 NEIU COMMUNITY MEMBERS.

TARGETED SOCIAL MEDIA ADS THAT REACH 10,000+ IN THE CHICAGO AREA
- Acknowledgement in pre- and post-event emails to 19,000 members of the NEIU community
- Recognition in social media posts on three official NEIU pages with more than 30,000 followers
- Logo or name on sign at the front and back nine
- One Golf Outing foursome
- Recognition on materials in welcome kit

CONFIRM YOUR SPONSORSHIP LEVEL TODAY!
- Title Sponsor $10,000
- Golf Cart Sponsor $4,000
- Lunch Sponsor $3,000
- Named Scholarship Sponsor $1,750
- Contest Hole Sponsor $600
- Welcome Kit Sponsor $2,500
- Beverage Cart Sponsor $2,000
- Hole Sponsor $350
- Drawing In-Kind Sponsor
- Logos or names displayed prominently inside all players’ golf carts
- Acknowledgement in pre- and post-event emails to 19,000 members of the NEIU community
- Recognition in social media posts on three official NEIU pages with more than 30,000 followers
- Logo or name on sign at the front and back nine
- One Golf Outing foursome
- Recognition on materials in welcome kit

Support NEIU students with an in-kind gift to the drawing. Contact c-hyndsriddle@neiu.edu.
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- Large sign at front and back nine
- Recognition inside all golf carts
- Recognition on materials in welcome kit
- Three All Day Golf Outing foursomes
- A Chuck Kane scholarship named in honor of the sponsor, to be awarded in the 2020/21 academic year

Golf Cart Sponsor $4,000
- Name or logo displayed prominently inside all players’ golf carts
- Acknowledgement in pre- and post-event emails to 19,000 members of the NEIU community
- Recognition in social media posts on three official NEIU pages with more than 30,000 followers
- Logo or name on sign at the front and back nine
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- Logo or name on sign at lunch pick up point
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- Signs at three contest holes
- Recognition on materials in welcome kit

Welcome Kit Sponsor $2,500
- Logo or name on premier goodie bag item given to all golfers
- Acknowledgement in pre- and post-event emails to 19,000 members of the NEIU community
- A sign at the front or back nine
- One Golf Outing foursome
- Recognition on NEIU Foundation Facebook page (This sponsorship level is a combination of in-kind and cash gifts)

Beverage Cart Sponsor $2,000
- Logo or name on beverage cart
- Acknowledgement in pre- and post-event emails to 19,000 members of the NEIU community
- A sign at the front or back nine
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Drawing In-Kind Sponsor
- Support NEIU students with an in-kind gift to the drawing.
- Contact c-hyndsriddle@neiu.edu.

Contact c-hyndsriddle@neiu.edu or 773-442-4223 to discuss Chuck Kane Scholarship Golf Event sponsorships.